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We define the Bernoulli numbers by 
X “, (-1)“BnX2n -= 
ex- 1 
I-:+ 5 
n=l (2n)! 
(1) 
Thus B, = l/6, B, = l/30, B, = l/42, B, = l/30, B, = 5166, B, = 691/2730. 
In general B, is a positive rational number whose fractional part is given 
by 
B,=I+(-1)” y ‘, 
G/2n P 
(2) 
Here I denotes an integer, and p a typical prime. This is von Staudt’s 
theorem. Kummer’s criterion for the non-solvability of xp $ J+’ = zp in 
positive integers (p > 3) is 
B, f O(P) for 1 <m<(p-3)/2. (3) 
If (3) holds, p is called a “regular” prime. If not, p is called irregular. It is 
known that there exist infinitely many irregular primes. Whether there exist 
infinitely many regular primes is not known. 
We conjecture that 
B @*1)/2m f O(P), 
where (p f 1)/2” is an integer. 
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If p > 5, we have 
B 1 
PC- 
P -6 
(mod ~1. 
We leave the proof as an exercise for the reader. 
We remark that Ramanujan’s conjecture that the numerator of Bn/2n in 
its lowest terms is a prime number, fails already for n = 10. In fact 
B,, 174611 283. 617 -= 
20 20.330=20+3.5.11’ 
283 and 617 are primes. 
